
Judging Criteria
All categories excluding Youth Novice

Costume……………………………………………………………………………..10 Marks
Does the costume match the theme and music?
Is it appropriate?

Musicality…………………………………………………………………………….10 Marks
Is the music choice appropriate to the theme?
Does the performance demonstrate musicality?

Floor Work…………………………………………………….…………………….10 Marks
Is the floor work appropriate to the theme?
Is it unique and interesting?
Is it performed with skill and good technique?

Tricks………………………………………………………………………………...40 Marks
Are the tricks performed cleanly and safely, with good skill and technique?
Are the tricks unique and interesting?
Is there a variety of types of tricks,  flexi, strength, dynamic,etc?
Are the transitions in and out of the tricks smooth?

Overall Theme……………………………………………………………………..10 Marks
Do all of the above elements work well together to create a unique and interesting theme
appropriate for the performer and piece of equipment.

Overall Performance……………………………………………………………...20 Marks
Does the performance flow?
Is it eye catching?
Do the audience seem to enjoy it?
Is there stage presence?
Do all the elements work together?

In the event of a tie with 2 or more competitors getting the same number of total points a
winner will be declared based on who has the highest score on the Overall Performance
section on the judging sheet, if still tied the person with the highest marks in the Tricks
section will be the winner.



Judging Criteria For Youth Novice

Costume……………………………………………………………………………..10 Marks
Does the costume match the theme and music?
Is it appropriate?

Musicality…………………………………………………………………………….10 Marks
Is the music choice appropriate to the theme?
Does the performance demonstrate musicality?

Floor Work…………………………………………………….…………………….10 Marks
Is the floor work appropriate to the theme?
Is it unique and interesting?
Is it performed with skill and good technique?

Tricks………………………………………………………………………………...20 Marks
Are the tricks performed cleanly and safely, with good skill and technique?
Are the tricks unique and interesting?
Is there a variety of types of tricks,  flexi, strength, dynamic,etc?
Are the transitions in and out of the tricks smooth?

Overall Theme……………………………………………………………………..10 Marks
Do all of the above elements work well together to create a unique and interesting theme
appropriate for the performer and piece of equipment.

Overall Performance……………………………………………………………...40 Marks
Does the performance flow?
Is it eye catching?
Do the audience seem to enjoy it?
Is there stage presence?
Do all the elements work together?

In the event of a tie with 2 or more competitors getting the same number of total points a
winner will be declared based on who has the highest score on the Overall Performance
section on the judging sheet, if still tied the person with the highest marks in the Tricks
section will be the winner.


